Q.
Which Instrument
has 88 Keys?

Q.
Which family
of instruments
all have four
strings and a
bow?

Q.
Which
instrument is
also called the
pianoforte?

Q.
Which
instrument is
the smallest
of the string
family?

Q.
Which keyboard
instrument was
popular before
the piano was
invented?

Q.
Which string
instrument is
larger than a
violin, but smaller
than the cello

Q.
Which instrument
has strings and
pedals but is not
a piano.

Q.
Which string
instrument has
a spike to hold it
up?

The Harp

The Harpsichord

The Piano

The Piano

4

3

2

3

The Cello
(violincello)

The Viola

3

4

The Violin

2

The String
Family

3

Q.
Which string
instrument
is commonly
played in Jazz
music?

Q.
What is the name
of the instrument
that looks like a
small guitar?

Q.
Which instrument
can be strummed

Q.
Which is the
only woodwind
instrument,
that is constructed from
silver or gold?

Q.
Which instrument
has six strings,
and is connected
to an amplifier to
make sound

Q.
This instrument
has four thick
strings, and is
connected to an
amplifier to make
sound

Q.
Which black
woodwind
instrument has
a single wooden
reed

Q.
Which black
woodwind
instrument has a
double reed?

Bass Guitar

3

Oboe

5

Electric Guitar

Acoustic Guitar

Double Bass

2

3

4

Clarinet

4

Flute

3

Ukulele

5

This instrument is
called “fagotti” in
italian, because it
looks like a bundle
of sticks

This instrument
is made of brass,
but is part of the
woodwind family

This high pitched
brass instrument
has three valves
and a cup shaped
mouthpiece

This Brass
instrument can
play a “slide”
between notes

This is the
largest brass
instrument

This circular
shaped
instrument has
a large amount
of brass tubing
coiled around

This tuned
percussion
instrument has
keys made out
of wood, and is
played with two
mallets

This percussion
instrument has
keys made out of
metal, has a pedal,
and is a popular
instrument in jazz
music

Trombone

4

Vibraphone

5

Trumpet

2

Xylophone

3

Saxophone

3

French Horn

4

Bassoon

5

Tuba

5

This percussion
instrument has
metal wires
underneath which
vibrate when the
instrument is
played

This instrument
has the same
name as a shape.

This instrument
has been made out
of coconuts

This instrument looks like
two round brass
plates, and are
crashed together
to make sound

This percussion
instrument is
actually several
different drums
played together

This small
keyboard
percussion
instrument has a
german sounding
name

This instrument
is used by
spanish dancers

This instrument
has a skin and
jingles around its
sides

Castanets

Maracas

4

2

Tambourine

3

Triangle

Snare Drum

2

4

Glockenspiel

Drum Kit

Cymbals

5

2

4

